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Men question AWS dorm policies
By BRUCE LARRICK
Editorial Editor
The judicial process In freshman women's dormitories, as enforced by the Association of Women Students, Is being questioned
by three male University students.
Robert (J.) Harper, Student
Council representative from Anderson Hall, Alan Shlnd, a defense counselor for Student Court,
and Clay Leach, junior In business administration, are claiming
that the houseboard trials In
Founders Quadrangle do not follow due process of law as stated
In the Interim University Code.
The controversy stems from
punishment given to 12 women
In Founders because they did not
attend mandatory corridor meetings.
Harper claims that In one specific case, a woman was given
a "campus", (remain In a specified place In the dormitory from

7 p.m. to 2 a.m. on a weekend
night and report to a resident
advisor every hour on the hour)
and was not advised of he r right
to appeal the decision to her houseboard.
Shlnd, Harper, and Leach obtained a Student Court Injunction
last Friday to prevent seven campuses from being carried out until
the women had a chance to appeal
to their houseboards.
One appeal was held Tuesday
night, and the three men attended
the hearing. After the hearing was
over, the men stated their specific complaints to Bea Smith, AWS
president.
"The girl wasn't receiving due
process of law as set up by Student Court and as provided for In
the Statement of Specific Student
Rights passed by Student Council"
Shlnd said.
"She wasn't informed of her
right of appeal, she was not al-
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Food services
reap complaints
By DAVE McCOY
Staff Writer

Bowling Green State University
and Kant State University each has

Its differences and similarities,
even In the proverbially stereotyped dormitory food services.
Of course, student complaints on
both campuses have been heard
since dormitory cafeterias have
existed and will probably continue
to be heard. Kent State, however,
Is making a conscientious attempt
to make the cafeterias more than
"just feeding stations for the students," said John C. Frlese, Kent
State food service director, In a
recent Issue of Kent's student
newspaper, the Dally Kent-Stater.

MEANWHILE AT BG .. .
"No Comment" was the answer
of the day after an Impromptu
meeting between student workers
and Commons supervisors was
held In the maintenance building.
The student comments were
"we are happy and working at
Commons" even though a petition
of grievance Is being passed around
for all Commons workers to sign.
A meeting is planned for tonight
In Commons and hopefully at this
time all grievances will be settled with the workers.

BEST DRESSED GIRL — The
. contest will begin at 7 p.m. tonight
In the Grand Ballroom.

"Kent State Is currently attempting to enhance the aesthetic atmosphere of the cafeterias," said
Mrs. Eleanor Hlgglns, Kent State's
executive dietician.
The older cafeterias are being
remodeled with new carpeting and
draperies. Some of the new cafeterias are given names such as the
Terrace Room to further add to the
aesthetic appeal, Mrs. Hlgglns
said.
On Jan. 18, 1967, students In the
freshman
dormitory complex
staged a food strike protesting the
quality and quantity of food served.
Several students burned their
meal tickets In protest of the university's food service program .
said Saul Daniels, managing editor
(continued on page 4)

lowed to have defense counsel
present, she was not allowed to
present witnesses for her defense,
and there was a presumption of
guilt by the houseboard," he continued.
"AWSs judicial system should
blend In with and be below that
of Student Court. This means that
the houseboards In Founders
should follow due process of law
like any other court. The way
It's set up now, the AWS code is
higher than the University Code,"
Shlnd said.
As a result of the alleged Inequities, Harper Is drawing up a
bill to be presented to Student
Council which would provide for
an Investigation Into the judicial
proceedings in freshman women's
dormitories.
Miss Smith defended the judicial
policies by saying they were the
policies that the women voted for
last year.
She admitted there may be Inequities in the Judicial system
In the freshman dormitories, but
said they will be changed only If
the women want them to be changed.
"AWS is a student - oriented
and run organization. Everything
we've done, we can chinire. This
is an AWS policy matter, just like
some things Student Council and
Faculty Senate handle. If we go
on a strictly legalistic basis, we
could strip the University of its
wllcies, but what would we have?"
vllss Smith said.
Miss Smith emphasized that the
,'lrls living In dormitories with
government chose to do so and
Prout Hall, the only dormitory with
no government, could not be filled
because not enough women wanted
to live under no government.

Since this is an AWS matter
Miss Smith said the organization
would accept advice from other
persons, but would only take action
if the women wanted to.
"We will uphold the policies that
the women themselves have chosen," Miss Smith said.
The Statement of Specific Student Rights, which the argument
Is based on, In section nine, "the
right to Judicial due process, Including a speedy trial, confrontation of plaintiff and witnesses,
counsel, presumption of innocence,
protection against cruel or unusual punishment, and appeal."

Bea Smith

University parking
called 'headache'
The traffic and parking situation at the University has been
one of great controversy and a
headache to the administration as
well as students.
Tickets are flying fast and heavy
again this year and according to
A. Inghram Mlliiron, director of
auxiliary services, the problem
all bolls down to a lack of communication.
Signs are posted throughout the
campus and still the high rate of
traffic tickets continues. This Includes both students as well as
faculty members. Earlier In the
year, people were parking at Sterling farm and warnings were
placed on their vehicles.

The office of auxiliary services
is faced with the problem of trying
to find a solution for the present
parking problem as well as looking out for future ones.
There have been proposed solutions to the traffic dilemma but
as of yet nothing has been accomplished. The University is now
attempting to purchase land for
parking directly north of the Health
Center.
Another proposal is the building
of parking garages on campus.
This plan cannot go Into operation until surveys have been made
to see If the demand for such a
complex Is great enough.

Black organization trio
murdered in Boston office
BOSTON (AP) - The founder
of a black community organization and two other men were shot
to death early yesterday In what
police said was apparently a robbery attempt staged by five men.
Tw o other men were critically wounded In the shooting spree.
Police said the victims and assailants were all Negroes.
The Incident occurred at the organization's headquarters In the
city's predominantly Negro Rexbury section.
Two of the dead and the two
wounded had police records, authorities said.
Police Identified two of the dead
as Guide St Laurent, 38, blind
founder and executive director
of the New England Grass Roots
Organization NEGRO, and Carnell
Eaton of Boston.
Police Supt William Bradley
said they were on parole following
convictions of armed robbery while
masked.
The third man killed was Identified tentatively as Harold King
of Cleveland, Ohio.
The wounded were identified as
Ronald Hicks, 31, of Boston, shot
In the chest and abdomen, and
Frederick B. Rose, 41, of Cambridge, public relations director
for NEGRO, hit In the shoulder
and neck.
The organization Is one of several black self-help groups In the
city. Under St. Luarent's leadership, it coordinated a 250-man
Security Patrol of young Negroes
who acted as a "buffer" between
police and the community.
The patrols, armed with walkie-talkies and armbands, were active In calming the area following
the assassination last April of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Police Lt. Edward Sherry, In
charge of the city's homicide division, said Rose told Police that
five armed Negroes burst Into
the office, that one of them said
"Where's the money? Where's
the money?" and that all of the
assllants began shooting.
Rose told police that after being
shot, he crawled under a desk
and was fired at again by someone who pointed a gun under the
desk at him.
Police said there was no sign

of a struggle. It was not known
if the killers got any money.
Sherry said lt was possible the
Intruders were known to the men
inside the office. He said an electric eye on the outside buzzes
when anyone approaches, and that
the door could only be opened
electronically from within.
The State Department of Cor-

rections said St. Laurent and Eaten
were sentenced in June, 1956, after
being convicted in connection with
a $1,000 holdup of a housing project office in Boston.
Eaton was given a 10-12-year
term for armed robbery while
masked and assault with Intent
to rob. He was paroled April 12,
1961.

Tower ready in fall
Long distance phone calling In
the city of Bowling Green and the
University will be revolutionized
next year due to a 60-foot tower

on top of the Northern Ohio Telephone Co. building In Bowling
Green.
The tower will be used for Incoming and outgoing long distance
calls and will be directly connected to the University's new
centrex system (central phone
communication). This will enable long distance calls to be
made directly to the student and
will Increase the number of calls
that can be made.
The tower will receive all outside calls by microwave beams
and will transmit the signals by
wire to the University where they
will be sent to the student.
Total cost of the project will
be close to $190,000 according
to Robert Ryland, district manager of Northern Ohio.
The centrex system and the
tower are expected to be ready
for use September 1, 1968.

Researcher to open
economics seminar

REVOLUTIONIZED CALLING —
A 60-foot tower will soon be connected to the University's new
central phone communication system.
Ophoto by Lee Hlerholzer)

The department of economics
will begin Its 1968 Economics Colloquium Series today with guest
speaker Dr. Richard Relmer of
the College of Wooster.
Dr. Relmer Is currently chairman of the department of economics at the College of Wooster
and has a research interest in the
area of monetary theory and policy.
He will discuss the results of
some recent research conducted
by him entitled, "The Demand
for Money by Business Firms:
A Time Series Analysis," at 3:30
p.m. today In 107 Hayes Hall.
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editorial

letters to the editor

Commons trouble
should be resolved

Answers 'Why'

Yesterday's lead story in the BG News pointed up some rather
interesting topics that could easily grow into unmanageable
problems if action i s not taken in the near future.
Currently, student workers at the Commons Dining Hall are
complaining—loudly, one might add—that conditions under which
they are employed are somewhat less than ideal. Talk of petitions, and strikes arc running strong, and, the News feels, with
some grounds for justification
Grievances among the students center around two major points:
First, the dining hall has no seniority system. Workers with
experience have no claim on more responsible jobs than an«individual beginning his first day of work. The News does not,
however, regard this as a major problem. It can—and should—be
worked out easily by the dining hall management.
Second, and probably most important, there is no appeal board
set up through which students can take complaints of cases.
They are concerned over the fact that student workers can be
fired arbitrarily, and its a well-taken grievance.
On the coin's other side, the News feels that proper advances
into this touchy situation were not taken by students. Mr. Gerald
Clark, the director of Commons, is a first year man and is" undoubtedly unaware of some procedures and methods of taking
care of employee gripes.
One must consider that he is unfamiliar with channels of operational change and a certain amount of slowness is to be anticipated and tolerated.
~
But nonetheless, now that the grievances are out in the clear
where both sides can see the problems, it is time to take steps.
Student workers are NOT to be shuffled about as so many cards
or heads of cattle.
They must be given the opportunity to complain, to appeal and
to even bargain collectively if necessary in order to change—if
indeed change is needed—the conditions under which they are
employed.

To answer the "Why" of Jim
Marino's column of Nov. 5, one
must realize that there are those
who have not conformed to the
Status Quo all of their lives.
There are those who do not
wish to shave, wear the standard
dress or think In the standard
way. A good reason why so many
people think In the same way,
look alike, and follow the same
life patterns Is that there are
so many others to pattern themselves by.
This generation Is as the last
generation; Inheriting the old traditions, superstitions, prejudices,
occupations, ruts, and dead ends.
The traditionalist neither falls nor
succeeds In life, he merely follows the rules necessary to gain
acceptance.
Those who seek change In our
society do so for several reasons.
First, they are not content to lead
the gray life of routine and blind
conformity. Variety, not only the
spice of life, Is the stimulus for
a challenging and rewarding existence.
Second, the non - traditionalist
also sees the Injustices in our
society which could be Improved
or changed if only someone with
the power to Initiate change would
also see the Injustice. Just because the typical Bowling Green
student has never experienced
pain, hunger, or discrimination
does not mean that all human
beings have been that fortunate or
that sheltered.
To the suggestion that a demonstration has never resulted In
more than a kick In the pants,
I say look at the Rathskeller, an
Institution that underwent change
before Bowling Green's very eyes.

mmmim

mm

Hecklers and revolution
by JOHN ALLTON
Student Columnist
I don't like hecxlers. Especially the kind of hecklers that followed the Presidential candidates,
the really effective ones that is.
Why? Because they are too American.
A heckler Is as American as the
Sons of Liberty. It's just a shame
that this country had to be founded
by hoodlums, but why do we have
to continue the heritage?
And draft card burners are even
worse than hecklers. It was bad
enough when we wasted all that tea,
now we are wasting good paper.
Everyone ought to realize that It
takes a long time to grow a tree.
Hecklers and draft card burners
are no better than that wild atheist,
Ethan Allen, and his hicks. And
it's no wonder that my generation
adulates men like Allen when they
are raised to admire such sophomorlc hoods.

I guess the problem stems from
grade school where we are teaching
that the American Revolution pitted
the Lone Ranger against Barbarian
Hordes.
They are taught that
the Revolution was a great and
glorious thing. There Is no attempt, on the other hand, to discriminate as to when It is that a
revolution and revolutionary tactics are advantageous to the common welfare.
What then ought to be the criteria for rebellion? When Is it
permissible to act like a hood
and end up being called a great
patriot to a great cause? I submit that the time has come for
revolution when the group that dissents has been denied the legitimate channels of change.
For example, the Negro Revolution in areas where they were
denied the vote was a legitimate
revolution-they had no way of legally changing the system.
Hecklers, In my opinion, do not
have grounds for revolution. They
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have neither lived long enough to
see the system change, nor have
their rights been denied. Being
free, white, and under thirty does
In no way deny their rights.
To the press, hecklers nave admitted that their efforts are intended to cause the kind of repression that would legitimatize
and popularize a revolution; a form
of repression that does not now
exist
The Chicago convention riots
were an example of the kind of
repression that would spark the revolution, and the Wallace campaign assured me that blind repression Is conceivable In America.
The heckler, then, In the American tradition, is applying tactics
in a situation that does not justify those tactics. And even worse,
those tactics are not objections to,
but causes of the kind of fascist
reaction that would mean the end
of American ideals.
In the final analysis, then, I
am against the hecklers because
they encouraged the campaign of
Wallace who represents all that
Is bad in America.
The American Revolution generated a super-idealism that today
is politically dangerous. Political
freedom, unfortunately, does not
discriminate against thedemagoguery of George Wallace.
So, those who refuse to work
within a compromise system face
the reality of total victory or total defeat. What the heckler falls
to understand Is that the American system may Indeed condone
the conditions that breed revolution; but it also allows for change
and compromise In a manner that
prohibits repression from getting
out of hand.
And so, for the right wing,
neither does revolution get out of
hand. George Wallace and Gene
McCarthy represent extreme
points of view, and which ever
extreme stays within the system
the most will see more of Its
Ideals realized than the other.

And yes, the Paris peace talks.
Would the government ever have
made an effort to negotiate if there
had been no opinions expressed to
the contrary?
Of course America Is a nation
of free speech and free thought.
Are Americans ashamed of this
fact? Are they afraid to believe
that It is natural and normal for
Individuals to strive for individuality?
Protest, dissent, free expression, and free thought are not going
to cheapen anybody's heritage or
give our society a bad name. No,
they are going to make our society worthy of the name it now
claims.
Dennis Bowen
323 Kodgers

Choosing classes
Bowling Green State University
has one of the most outdated,
absurd, methods of choosing your
college curriculum of any college
or university that I know of.
It begins with you choosing the
classes you want. You then go
to an unknown adviser who tells
you It is Impossible to get Into
these classes because they are
closed or closed to your class.
He tells you to go through your
catalogue and choose some more.
If you rush through and hurry
back you may be able to get these
classes.
Most likely you will
get stuck with classes that you don't
have any Interest in at all. After
going through all types of lines
and procedures to register you
are nothing but a bunch of nerves
and tensions. You're so upset you
jusr settle for these classes. Pretty soon you get your schedule.
Now the computer has made a
mistake and your classroom times
conflict. You go to your adviser
again who gives you a drop-add
slip and sends you to the Men's
Gym for late registration. After
waiting hours In line you get In.
You may be able to keep the same
classes In your schedule but you
may also have to drop classes
because they are closed and choose
new ones.
This all depends on how lucky
you are. After going through all
this they even want you to pay a
three dollar fee for a mistake
they made.
I consider this to be one of the
biggest faults of our university.
I think this system has to be re-

formed. It must be made so that
the student gets what he wants and
not what he has to settle for.
Lenny Merlo
203 Krelscher C

Freddie speaks
I would like to commend the students for the tremendous spirit
that they put forth at the game
Saturday. There has been much
gossip about the apathetic school
spirit of the students on this campus. But Saturday, the students
of BGSU became "real" blgtime
football fans!
If it's apathy of spirit when a
group of students (Spirit of '72)
spend numerous hours building a
dummy that is over 40 feet in
height, or when a group of students (Spirit of Bromfleld) go
around campus cheering for the
team on a Friday night, then let's
have more of this thing called
apathy. If It's when every fan
stayed on his feet during the entire game, or a girl cheered so
much that she lost her voice,
I say again, let's have more of
this apathetic spirit!
L as a student and representative of this fine school, have
never been prouder of our university than I was Saturday. I offer
congratulations to you, the students
of Bowling Green State University!
And may this APATHY(?) reign
forever!
Our team's the greatest!
Freddie Falcon

Supports spirit
I wish to express my feelings
on Mr. Saba's letter against School
spirit and football. (Nov. 12, 1968
edition)
This person has a lot of gall
saying that football should be outlawed, because it makes "our students ignorant, our administrators
Incompetent bureaucrats." If this
Is the way he feels about the
athletic program here at BG, what
is he doing here?
He needs a good lesson on what
our school would be like without
anything outside of study!
Oh, and by the way, what Is
wrong with the annual Mud Tug?
Verna Byers
407 Lowry

Purpose of being here
is not political action
(Editor's note: Abdeleloh Mimith it a student from Saudi Arabia. This column is in answer to the formation of a group known
as "Youth of Israel" by a student from Israel, as reported in the
News issue o( Nov. 7.)

By ABDELELAH MIMISH
Student Columnist
John asked me, "How about you. Don't you fulfill your dreams?"
"What do you mean by that my friend," I asked.
"The article In the BG News, 'Student Fulfills Dream'," answered
John.
"What about, John?" I said.
"Why don't the Arab students form such an organization?" my
friend asked.
I said, "The Arab students, even they have a major cause, but
they are In no need of such an organization. We are here first for
a purpose; that Is, education. We consider every single minute In
the U.S.A. an education In Itself. This Is why we feel very grateful
to the American people. They always give us the opportunities to
learn and to express our feelings. We have been well socialized to
exchange Ideas, thoughts, and thoughts expressed from our points
of view. Thus, we don't Intend to mold ourselves into an organization "to express feelings and emotions by reaching out to all
people."
Second, as foreign students, we have been Informed that political
activities exercised by foreign students are not permlssable on
this campus.
Thus, the Arab students are submitting with great
respect to such regulations.
Besides these two reasons, we believe that If anyone tries to brainwash the American students of today, they are out of touch with
reality. For the students of today are the capable men of tomorrow,
who will put every single matter or Issue subject to an extensive
Investigation, whether it Is on the domestic level or on the International level.
If the Zlenst organization had successfully played their dirty record In the past 20 years against the Arabs, it Is today a broken
record, and their new approach on BG campus will fall.
Today, we, the Arab students, trust very much the American students' mind and conscience to seek for themselves the truth behind
the Middle East crises; between the Arabs and the Zlenst (Israel)
by objective historical, political, and socio-economic Inquiry that Is
far from emotion.
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from the Associated Press

Nixon begins takeover
NEW YORK - Richard M. Nixon announced the appointment of a
second assistant to the president - H.R. "Bob" Haldeman, 42, a
Los Angeles advertising executive, who will handle general administrative matters and Nixon's dally schedule.
There won't be a press secretary or appointments secretary as
such in the Nixon administration. There was speculation that Herbert G. Klein, Nixon's communications chief during the campaign,
would become an assistant to the president, with Ron Zlegler, the
traveling press secretary In the campaign, serving as a special assistant doing the detail work with the press.
The staff will be smaller than In other recent administrations,
Haldeman said, and will certainly be one of the youngest.
Influential Republican senators split yesterday on President-elect
Richard M. Nixon's declson to let the Johnson administration speak
temporarily for him In foreign affairs.

VC shellings hurt peace talks
WASHINGTON - The United States issued a new warning yesterday
that "serious talks" could not be conducted with North Vietnam if
the demilitarized zone dividing North and South Vietnam were violated
by North Vietnamese attacks from the zone on allied forces.
North Vietnamese have been firing on allied forces "from positions
within the DMZ" since Nov. 9.

Ski Club plans barn party,
has trips every weekend
Organized last year with membership of 30, the Ski Club has
grown this year to 225 members.
Activity last year was limited to
the establishing of the dub, plus
about five or six ski trips In the
Bellafontalne area.
This year, with the leadership
of president Mike Payne, sophomore in the College of Liberal
Arts, the program has been expanded.
The season will officially begin
November 23 with a combination
bonfire and barn party to be held
at Falcon Ranch.
There will be skiing every weekend, much of it in the Bellafontalne area, considered the highest
point in Ohio, and the best in the
area for skiing. Hopefully, some
competition will be held with Ohio
State University.
"The first week we have snow,
we're off." said Payne.
Tentatively planned for Christmas vacation is a five day ski
trip to ML Treblanc, north of
Montreal.
The biggest events planned for
this year are two weekend ski
trips scheduled for the weekend
of January 10-12. About 90 members will travel to Cockaigne, N. Y.,
with another 54 Journeying to Seven
Springs, near Champion, Penn.
The skiing will probably be over
by the end of March, but the club
will continue to function. During the
summer, the Club may go from
snow to water skiing.
The club will also make use of
the University's artificial ski hill,
known as "the bump". The 75-foot
mountain will be used primarily

Bl/fiG£R

for instruction by Ski Club Instructor Steve Robins.
An Independent organization, the
club receives no backing from the
University. On ski trips, the group
rents equipment and lodges. About
one-third of the club members have
their own equipment. Transportation is handled by car pools.
To raise money the club will be
going door-to-door this Saturday
In Bowling Green raking leaves.
A distant hope of the club is
to be part of a Mid-American
ski league. Now there is no suchi
league. Miami University, Ohio
State University, and Cleveland
State University have ski clubs.

UCF shows
artist's work
An art exhibit, featuring some
of the work of William C. Jordan,
professor emeritus of education
is now being shown at the United
Christian Fellowship Center.
Jordan began painting In 1964,
following his retirement from Ohio
Northern University. A long time
resident of Bowling Green, Jordan
Is well-known for his Interest In
community affairs.
In 1964, he completed a detailed history of First United Methodist Church of Bowling Green.
His manuscript was endorsed by
the Commission on Education of
that church and is now available
in published form.
The art exhibit is available for
viewing daily, 9 a.m. to 11 p.nu,
until Thanksgiving.

BIG SHEFS
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LASALLE'S
COUNTRY CORNER
You're invited to
our Birthday Party
Thursday night
COME HAVE CAKE AND COFFEE WITH
US AND SEE INFORMAL MODELING

7:30 to 9 p.m.
WE'RE PREVIEWING

Never-seen-before
Holiday pastels
FROM OUR COUNTRY CORNER
TO CELEBRATE OUR 1st BIRTHDAY
THURSDAY NIGHT ONLY
■

Skirts, sweaters
by that No. 1 name
in Lasalle's
Country Corner
7.90 each
COMPARE AT $15 EACH

PIAYING THIS WIDS. ft TMJRS.

AT TH£ Cl.
IMA'SKST

"THE ESCAPADES "

FRI. ft SAT. THE
"PRIDE m JOY"
PLAYED ALL LAST SUMMER AT CEDAR POINT

Yes, it'* the classic name you priie-the one famous
for it's groat 'country' look. Only Lasalle's can bring you this
exciting in-sea son sal* on twelve style* in weal skirts, four
style* ie> wool sweater*. They're color-coord meted to make
beautiful oesTits and you coo buy these sswiog ear Birthday party
Thursday night from 7:30 to 9:QO p.m. at this low sol* price.

i --**»>- -—-r **•<-*
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'Olympics electrifying'
reminisces '61 winner

More about

Food services complaints

(continued from page 1)
fields and not make gymnastics
By CHRISS FRANK
of the Dally Kent-Stater. Student
her whole life.
Staff Writer
Mrs. Roys Is coach of the BG petitions were submitted to the
What Is It like to be In the women's gymnastic team and advi- food service department on Feb. 3,
Olympics?
sor to the Women's Gymnastic 1967, he said.
Mrs. Betty J. Roys, assistant Club. "I've coached fine gymnasts
AS a result of the strike, a new
Instructor in physical education and at the University and they have policy was made permitting studOlympic Gold Medal winner said the talent but their skills are ra- dents to eat as much as they want,
participating In the 1960 Olympic ther underdeveloped," she said. including the main course and desIn Rome was the most electrifying
To get a champion gymnast, bal- sert at each meal, he added.
experience of her life.
However, Mrs. Hlgglns said the
let and gymnastic lessons should
In 1961 Mrs. Roys earned her begin at age 8, she said. Mrs. change In policy was not made as
gymnastic side-bar vaulting medal Roys' prerequisites were ballet a result of the student strike. She
In Russia where she had to tie and acrobatics at age 6, and gym- said the policy change was only
the Olympic winner from 1960.
nastics at age 12. She began com- one In a continuing attempt to ImShe did. "I Just got very lucky peting at age 14.
prove the food service. "We at
that day. I've never done that well
Three gymnasts from Washing- the food service department like to
before and I haven't since. I just ton D.C. who have the "Olympic think we're progressive," she
happened to have the right timing, potential" will be performing at a
added.
speed and precision," she said. gymnastic clinic at 11:30 a.m.,
Strike at Toledo
In the Mexican Olympics this Saturday, In the North Gym of the
year, the female gymnasts did not Women's Bldg.
In April, 1967, a food strike was
have enough polished style due to
Mrs. Roys Is arranging gymnas- staged at the University of Toledo
their ages, which averaged 16 tic competition for the BG team with also. Several students planned the
years. A good gymnast must have Central Michigan University, Ohio demonstration so that food was
perserverance and be a master
State University, and Miami Uni- thrown throughout a dormitory
lil the fundamentals to work for versity. A BG basketball half-time cafeteria to protest "poor food
a medal, Mrs. Roys continued. show also Is being planned.
and a need for dormitory Improve"I was too young for the Olymments." said Mark Luetke, managpics when I won my medal," Mrs.
ing editor of The Collegian, ToleRoys claimed, "A little girl can't
do's student newspaper.
go out and perform like a woman."
As a result of the strike the
Public Seminar
She was 17 when she won her medal.
university food service director
Mrs. Roys ended her competitive
Dr. Klaus Rlegal will con- 1 was replaced and a dietician was
career as a gymnast after her : duct
a public Seminar In Psy- |:i hired by Toledo University, Luetke
participation on the World Games : chollngulstlcs and Develop- ;*• said.
Team in 1962. An English professor
ment Studies in 112 Life Scl- :|
No food strikes have been held
at Kent State, where she was en- :•; ences Building, from 3-5 p.m. :
at Bowling Green. James K. Hartrolled at the time, read a poem In
today. He will discuss prob- 3
sell, a University food service
her behalf, she related.
lems of translations In second I
area supervisor, said he hopes
"The name died before the man,"
: language learning. His next ij; any student complaints could be
the last line of the poem, "To an
topic will deal with analysis ;? resolved by other means.
Athlete Dying Young," made her
Recent policy changes at the
decide to end her career as a ;:; of psychollngulstlc deviations. |.J
University Include the redecoratlon
gymnast, branch out Into other
of the cafeteria complex In Founders Quadrangle and the recent
opening of the Rathskeller on a
24-hour basis, Hartsell said.
Miss Monna L. Pugh, another
area supervisor, said she would
like to change the cafeteria's interiors, especially replacing the
present large dining tables with
smaller, conversational tables.
But, she said, this is difficult to
do because of the limitation of seating all the students In the availPlace an "X" In the box of the team you think will
able space.
win November 16. The estimate of total yardage gained
Although Kent State does have
by BGSU will be the tie breaker.
a full-time dietician,
Bowling
Green does not. Miss Pugh acts
as Bowling Green's dietician In
Q Northern Illinois
□ BGSU
that she Is chairman of the Food
Service Menu-writing Committee.
□ Iowa
□ Ohio State
This committee plans a menu for a
given length of time after which
I I Georgia Tech
it is reviewed and the better, more
1~1 Notre Dame
accepted food items are repeated,
said Hartsell.
□ Toledo
l~l Dayton

FOOTBALL
CONTEST

I

I Michigan State

I

I

I Cincinnati

□ Ohio U.

□ Navy
|

I Purdue

Mrs. Hlgglns, Kent State's executive dietician, plans a menu
that works on the basis of a fourweek cycle, she said. An overall
cycle each quarter Is also planned,
she added.

Not profit-making
Neither Kent nor BG's food services Is a profit-making concern.
Both Mrs. Hlgglns at Kent and

James Hartsell
Miss Pugh at Bowling Green termed
them as being self-sustaining. Mrs.
Hlgglns said Kent's food service is
provided only as a service to the
students.
Bowling Green's total food service operation Is paid for by the
purchasing of student meal tickets
Hartsell said.
The revenue received from the
meal tickets purchased pays not
only for the food and employees'
wages, but also for the rent and
debt reserve on the cafeteria buildings, he added.
Kent State, with a larger enrollment than Bowling Green, sold almost 9,000 meal tickets to students,
Mrs. Hlgglns said. Bowling Green
has Issued 6,648 meal tickets this
quarter to off-campus and on-campus students, Hartsell said.
Both food services are large
operations. Kent State's employs
about 300 regular employees plus
550 students working on a parttime basis, Mrs. Hlgglns said.
Bowling Green's food services
employs approximately 170 fulltime employees plus 750 students,
Hartsell said.

Special service
Bowling Green provides a special service for students whose
schedules conflict with the regular meal hours. A student In this
situation can do one of three things,
Hartsell said. He can eat In a dining hall closer to his classes, eat
In the irr>of'>irs cafeteria In the Un-

CLOSING SUNDAY NOV. 17

II Syracuse
J Minnesota

I Indiana

□ Oklahoma

I

1 Missouri

yardage will be gained by
BGSU In theBGSU - N. ILL. -game.
Limit - 10 entries per person each week.

Contest Open to All Students
Name_

Schedule of Classes

SEE YOU NEXT SPRING

DAIRY QUEEN
434 E. Wooster
NOW
THRU TUES. NOV. 19

aaLiQ'HB

evenings at 7 & 9:30 - Sat. ft. iun. Mat. at 2, 4:30

Unlike other classics'West Side Story'grows younger!

Address.
Phone

MIRISCH
PICTURES
pmtnts

LAST WEEK'S CONTEST WINNER:
Arnold Hogrefe
RR 4

B.G.

m

SUEsT*

3l|F
Ej Ituueratty
Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U. of Cincinnati
Tulane U.
West Va. U.
Eastern Ky. U.
U. of Georgia

Bowling Green U
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky
Eastern Michigan U
U. of Alabama

Complaints voiced
Several students, including both
those on-campus and off-campus,
were asked their opinion of the University's food service. All complained of the lack In sufficient
quality and quantity of foods served.
They also believed lack of variety
Is a major characteristic of the
food service.
Robert Steiner, a Junior, not only
complained about the quantity,
quality, and variety of food but also
said the workers are very unfriendly and Inefficient.
Anne E. Gardner, a senior,
moved off-campus this year. A reason for this was the undesirable
quality of the food served In her
dormitory cafeteria last year, she
said. Because she did not like the
food, she said, it was necessary to
buy more food later which caused,
as she believes, an unnecessary
expense.
Robert I. Gassel, a Junior, said
he dislikes the lack of choice In
how the foods are prepared, especially the meats. He also believes
the repetition of foods served
should be reduced.
Finally, Phyllis R. Martlndale,
a junior, said she has seen the newly-redecorated cafeterias at Kent
State. She added It is unfortunate
BGSU's cafeterias cannot have a
more restaurant-type atmosphere
like Kent State's.

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT

PRIZE: $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Entries Must Be in the "U" Shop by
Nov. 15th

iverslty Union where Prout Hall
residents eat, or eat at 10:30 a. m.
In his assigned dining hall.
The Dally Kent-Stater praised
its food service in a recent editorial, however, student opinion
varies as to the food service's
acceptability.
Mary Ann Bankovlch, a Kent
State Junior, believes the food service does a satisfactory Job considering the number of students
being served. Although she said
the meat usually tastes dry, she
admitted she does eat more now
that the food policy permits her
to.
She added that the redecoratlon
of the cafeterias Is a definite Improvement. "The atmosphere It
creates makes the cafeterias seem
more like restaurants," she said.
Saul Daniels, a senior, said that
while the quality of food is not as
good as he would like it to be, he
believes there Is more food variety now since the 1967 food strike
took place.
Lorl Sheldon, a sophomore. Is
very critical of Kent State's food
service. She said the food is usually prepared so badly she cannot
tell what kind of food she is eating.
The BG News has not presented
an editorial praising the food service here recently and Bowling
Green student opinion provides a
strong indication why.

PANAVISION * TECHNICOLOR' ftt-rtkn* thru United Artists

Corrections
Due to the fact that wrong;:
Information was fed to com- j
puters there are several cor- j
rectlons to be made In the j
Schedule of Classes paper that
was passed out to all students.
These corrections are In
courses that pertain to the students taking business courses.
The first correction Is Accounting 121 which Is five
credit hour course. It Is listed
incorrectly In the registration
supplement.
Introduction to Business
Administration 102 Is listed
as a one credit hour course.
This is a four credit hour
course.
Beginning Typewriting 111
Is listed as a two credit hour
course; it is a three credit
hour course.
Management 351 should be
listed as a five credit hour
course.
Many students have been to
Dr. Marie Hodge, Assistant
to the Dean of the College of
Business Administration with
questions referlng to the mistakes in the registration sup- |
plement. Dr. Hodge said that if
there are any further questions, students should refer 1
to the 1968-69 Bowling Green I
University bulletin.

mmmmmmmmmm
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Medical group hosts forum Student groups discuss
Alpha Epsllon Delta, an International pre-medlcal honorary society, Is sponsoring Its sixth annaul "Pre-Med Day" Saturday.
Speakers from various medical,
dental nursing, and medical technology schools have been Invited
to speak about their respective
schools with regard to admission,
financing, requirements, and sel-

Library moves
its typewriters
to new location
The two coin-operated typewriters In the Library have been moved
from the typewriting room to the
back of the first floor on the north
side of the furnace room.
The typewriters were moved to
an open area where they can be seen
more easily, thus providing room
for an office and for space for an
Instructional center for Northern
Ohio Librarians.
The typewriters are still being
used on an experimental basis.
The cost tor the use of the typewriters Is 10 cents for 20 minutes and 25 cents for an hour.
There are also two extra typing
tables which students may use for
their own typewriters.

ectlon procedures.
At least one representative from
each area of schools will be present. Those Invited representing
medical colleges are from Ohio
State University, University of
Cincinnati, University of Michigan, Western Reserve University,
and Toledo State University Medical College.
The dental school at OSU Is
sending a dental representative
from Toledo. St. Rita's hospital
In Lima, will send the head of its
medical technology school and a
head nurse from the Toledo Hospital School of Nursing will also be
present.
Each speaker will talk for 20
to 30 minutes. A panel discussion
will follow centering on some of
the common problems in admittance and recruitment. This will
be followed by a question and answer period in which the audience
may pose questions to the panel.
Students from 47 high schools
will be present as well as University studen\> in the undergraduate medical program.
The meeting will begin at 9
a.m. in the conference room of 112
Life Sciences Bldg. After the
luncheon, Alpha Epsllon Delta will
provide tour opportunities of the
Life Science." Bldg. and Library.

CANTERBURY INN
- HAS QUARTER NIGHTS
BOTH WEDNESDAY ft THURSDAY
LADIES FREE ON THURSDAY
HAPPY HOUR PRICES
FRIDAY AFTERNOON 1-6 an
FREE JUKEBOX
NO DOOR CHARGE

merits of Greek system
An open forum titled "The
Freshman and the Greek System"
was held Tuesday evening In the
main lounge of Rodgers Quad-

Business seminars
Arnold Bernhard, president
of Arnold Bernhard and Co.,
will visit the University to
hold two seminars Nov. IS
and 16, in which he will discuss the mutual fund Industry.
The first seminar is for
faculty members, at 3 p.m.,
Friday in 200 Mosely Hall.
All faculty members are invited to attend.
The second seminar will be
at 10 a.m. Saturday in the
Ohio Suite of the Union. All
Interested students are invited
to attend.

r angle.
Moderator Ken Mack, president
of the Undergraduate Alumni Association, began the discussion by
mentioning the problem of deferred
or non-deferred rush.
Carol Nlewiadomskl, Panhellencl Council president, said the reason for the change to non-deferred
rush resulted from last year's
study of the rush systems of other
schools, each comparable In size
with Bowling Green. The study
showed that students who do pledge
their first quarter of school are
more likely to stay in school
than those who don't because all
pledge programs put a very high
emphasis on academic achievement.
The disadvantages which the independents found with an immediate rush is that it never gives
the freshmen enough time to look
around and see just what is happening. Everyone did agree that

HPE program offers
advanced courses
Recent revisions in the program
and policies of the health and
physical education department now
permit a student to "elect" sports
skill courses for grade and credit. The advanced sports courses
are open to those students, both
men and women, who have had
HPE 101, 102, and 103 and who
do not have credit now for both
HPE 201 and 202.
Courses which may be elected
Include such sports as skating,
dancing, skiing, scuba, curling,
squash, swimming, hockey, movement fundamentals and conditioning, fencing and figure skating.
Many are coed classes and are
labeled HPE 201, 202,203. Department specialists are assigned to
these classes.
"The emphasis
In these
coursesj" Dr.'Cooper of the HPE
department explained, " is on
learning and Improving fundamental skills which students can use
in recreational and fitness acti-

vities now and in the future."
The classes are relatively small
in size so that Intensive instruction can be given to the student.
These courses are proving attractive to many students since
they can take these advanced skill
courses and, while doing so receive graduation credit and be
given grades which are computed in
their quality point average.
Dr. Cooper emphasised that
these HPE 200 level courses are
open only to upperclass students
who have met their required HPE
101, 102, 103 courses and have
not had two semesters of HPE
201 and 202.
Students wishing to register for
these advanced courses may find
them listed on pages 5 and 6 of
the recent schedule of classes.
Also students may receive information about these courses and
their availability at the HPE department registration table in the
Ballroom during registration.

all freshmen should at sometime go
through rush.
Other points discussed were the
effect of the Greek system upon
scholastic achievement and the
selective process of choosing
pledges. I.yleGreenfield, in speaking the thoughts of the independents claimed that no benefits were
received from membership in a
fraternity or sorority. He also
contended that many times membership in a Greek organization
stifles one's intellectual and cultural growth.
Tom Temple, IFC president,
challenged Greenfield's statements saying that membership in
a Greek organization helps the
individual to acquire the leadership ability so desperately sought
after to the outside world.
One statement which generated
much discussion was Lyle Greenfield's "Sorry kids, but the Greek
system is dead,"
A statement which summed up
the panel discussion was made
by Tim Smith, IFPC coordinator.
He said, "It bolls down to whether
you want to belong to a group
situation or not."
Three Greeks and three independents took part in the forum.
They were Carol Nlewladomski,
president of PanheL Tim Smith,
associate dean of students, Tom
Temple, president of IFC, Ann
Tye, a past class officer, Greg
Derail, president of the UAO, and
Lyle Greenfield, columnist for the
BG News.

campus
calendar
CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Will hold a Duplicate Match
next Sunday, Nov. 17th in the Ohio
Suite of the Union. Play will begin promptly at 1 p.m. Prizes
for the Nov. 3rd match will be
awarded.
ALPHA EPSTLON DELTA

We Followed Our Strings
To The Most
Wonderful Of Things:

OUR BIGS!
Xi luv,
Your "Little" Fuzzies

Want To Teach
In Southern California?
We give a tip, to boot. The warmer shown is
known to be the best cold-cutter-outer of
them all. Good woollen, good pile inside. And
good results, when the Gentleman we tout,
wears it, without.

A representative from the Oxnard
School District will be on campus to interview applicants for elementary
teaching: positions on
NOVEMBER 18th

THE DEN

Coitact Tit Placta.it Office
For Ai Appoittatit.

Will hold a meeting in Room 112
Life Science Building, on Saturday
at 9 a.m. The meeting will be open
to all students.
ASSOCIATION FOR
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Will hold a meeting In the Ohio
Suite of the Union on Thursday,
Nov. 14, at 6 p. m.
BEST DRESSED GIRL CONTEST
Sponsored by AWS, will be held
in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union today at 7 p.m.
The theme will be the "Complete
Look."
STUDENT COUNCIL
Will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
Room 112 Life Science Building.
Everyone welcome.
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Those wishing to take the Dec.
14 Graduate Record Examination
(GRE) must register on or before
Tuesday, Nov. 19. Registration
can be made at the Counseling
Center,
320 Student Services
Building.
TAPE DEMONSTRATION
A demonstration of video tape
players and machines by a member of the SONY Corp. will be
held today in the Instructional
Media Lab from 9 a.m. to 12
noon. All Interested students welcome.
UP WITH PEOPLE
Practice at 9 p.m. tonight in
the Newman Center.
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
Will be sponsored by the industrial arts and journalism departments on the third floor of the
Union. It will be held on Nov.
20 from 1 to 10 p.m., and Nov.
21 from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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classifieds
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday
for Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednes
day for Friday.

FOR SALE
Musical Gretch Tennessean Guitar less than one year old $275.
Call 353-8981 after 5.
Royal portable typewriter with
case. Elite type. Turquoise. Rm.
512 Education Building.
FOR SALE: One Gibbon APE,
Phone 353-7551.

FOR RENT
Apt. Wanted - 2 male students.
Winter and Spring quarters. Contact ClndL 246 Ashley.
STADIUM VIEW APTS, CLOUGH
ST. EXTENSION, OPPOSITE BG
STADIUM BG's FINEST NEW
ADULT / FAMILY APT. COMMUNITY. Exceptionally large 11/2
-2 baths, fully carpeted, air cond., swimming pool and cable
TV. Rentals from $135 Include
all utilities except electricity. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, 10 a.m.
TO 8 p.m. FOR INFORMATION,
CALL 352-5088, BATES AND
SPRINGER, INC., MANAGERS.

FOR SALE: German Shop. Collie
Pup. Wormed and shots. 353-7551.
'63 Impala Super Sport 327 engine , good condition. $675. PH
362-5011.
'68 Honda 450, set up for road
racing & street. $950. 354-0674
between 6-7 p.m. weekdays. Dave
Kurwek.
'63 Selmer Bundy Clarinet, Appraised $60. Karen 23 West ext.
3021.
1961 Corvette excellent cond. Both
tops, mags, 283 cu. In. 235 hp.
Call 354-3413 after 5:00 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: One pair of men's glasses
dark rim. Contact John 345 Conklln.
WANTED
WANTED: Attractive, Intelligent
hip coed to share expenses of apt,
and holiday warmth over Xmas
vacation. Must be of good cheer.
Call Tom 352-1482.
Help wanted for delivery work
must have own car. Good percentage offered. Kentucky Fried Chicken, 1020 N. Main B.G.O. Call Mr.
Keyser, 354-8905.

Attention Home Ec. Majors

The
BUTTON HOLE TRIM
Shop
A LARGE SELECTION OF TRIM & LACES
RIBBONS BY THE YARD
166 South Main Street
Phone 352-5600

Typing wanted - Themes or thesis 35? per page. Call 354-6158.
Tutor needed second quarter for
Math 124. MUST be prepared to
spend at least 10 hours a week.
Prefer someone who had a "B"
or better In the Course. 3548174.
WANTED: A ride to Miami U.,
Oxford, this Friday. Will gladly
share expenses and driving! Call
Marsha 354-7065.
Ride Wanted to Hammond, Indiana or town nearby or Chicago
on Nov. 26 or Nov. 27. Please
contact Wendy Clerman rm. 11
McDonald West, ext. 3021-2-3.
Will pay costs.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Got a Date? Try a Roy Rogers
Platter only $1.19, 300 E. Wooster.

UAO All Campus Dance - Psychedelic and wild Grand Ballroom,
8-12 p.m. Sat. Nov. 16. Girls
free Guys 50?. Band - Majority
of Six. Tickets on sale In Union
Lobby.
Fair-Way Hobby House, Brim Rd.,
N. of Fair Ground's R.C. Planes,
boat's, car's, painting kit's, balsa wood, & train's. Mon., Wed.,
& Fri., 9 to 9. Sat. & Sun. 2-9.

Phi Mu Pledges say - Happiness
is Oneness — Pledge Unity!

Jan: Rule number 1 plnmate. Love
Stephanie.
Beta Pledges - Funny what $50
can do.

With darkness comes the Ghost
of Phi who cries, "Get my bench
back for me!"

Blllle: Congratulations to a fantastic big on being pinned Sigma
Chi. Much XI luv, Your little,
Barb.

Pat: Happiness Is having you for
an ADP1 Big! L & L Kathy.
XX Sez: Go native at Chee Omunga.

Make Reservations for your FRATERNITY AND SORORITY TEAS
UPSTAIRS at the C.I. NOW. Only
a few DATES left before THANKSGIVING BREAK.

Dewey Jackson - You'll go far. ■

Little Phi Mus love the Kappa
Slgs. Get high for the tea Saturday.
Congratulations Alpha Phi's!
Three firsts for scholarship:
Pledge - Active Award, Pledge Active Improvement Award, Overall Active Chapter Award. We're
so proud of you - Your "New 33."
At Burger Chef 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
tonight only, 6 Hamburgers 99?
To Vickie Wharton & Cherie Geraessle, Good luck in tonights best
dressed girl contest. Alpha Chi
Pledges.
Strawberry - I'm tired of playing
hide - and - go - seek.
A prickled patch.

Alpha Chi Omega: We're looking
forward to a swinging party Fri.
night. Pike pledges.

Marti, you're the greatest KD
I know. The Silent One.

Pike Pledges Say: Thanks Alpha
Gam's for a great party Sat night

Congratulations Mike on unanimously being elected to Student
Traffic Court. SlgEp Pledge Class.

Phi Mu pledges say - Good luck
to our best dressed candidates.
Happy Birthday to our great redheaded leader! Your girls.

S. M. 0. C.

Alpha Phis - Thinks The Amoeba's
were great The Brothers &
Pledges of AEP1.
Midnight Rider: Gapers they are,
Gapers they'll be, until they can
take It and stay out 'til 31 Right
Tom?
Barb - I'm so-o-o happy and lucky
to have you for my blgl You're
super-neatl!
XI love.
Little
Connie.

(Small Machine on Campus)
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS!

©
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Donna, Judy, and Diana: It's great
to be In the family - Lin.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■H

To DZ Little, Barb: Congrats on
your Delt pinning! DZ love, your
Big.

Cisco - Who got taken for a ride.
($20.00)

Little Hertle: Do a good job on
their room! Love in Epsllon Pi,
your big.

Twin and Fluffy, thanks for the
ceremony, sign and roses, love
Steph.

To the Commoners: Thanks for
Monday nlte. Scaz and Mad Dog.

Gamma Phi Pledges thanx for
the Roman Toga Party. The Delt
Pledges.

Phi Tau actives - we all enjoyed
the Pie. Phi Tau Pledges.

Phi Pledges sit on benches after
dark.

Chl,0's say - "go native." and
get high for Chee Omunga Party!

Mr. -; Di:; Palmar,. Edgar Allen
Poesy lives!

On Sat - See Cheeomungers:
"Pearl," "Dish," "Andy," "Yodel," "C.W.," "Fin," and "Puta."
GO NUTS1

The Phi Mus are ready to rave
Saturday, Kappa Slgs.

Happy Birthday Buzz. Hope to see
you around. "Keg".

Happiness is having Donna for an
Alpha Delt Big - Your little Lin.

LOU LaRICHE, INC.

9z0 Plaza at Route 224 East
Flnrtlay, Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING- SALES* SERVICE - MONDAV *
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.
(opp. Ft Flndlay Shopping Center)

CHRISTMAS TREES

Liz: I am dreaming until FridayRay.

As Advertised
In Playboy

TOSCA

Perfumed cologne by

FOR SALE
On Or After Nov. 27
At The

DAIRY QUEEN
•2.25 *<«

LEHMAN'S MEN'S WEAR
HAS A SELECTION OF
* LEVI STA-PRIST SLACKS

Honda where you're
going in Bates Floater9
Knock-a- Boots!

* TURTIE KECK SWEATERS

Bates KnockaBoots arelree-wheel'mg, comtortatfe :~
and with-it-all! They're the new in-gear boot?
^\£
that get you where you're going in high slyie.
(That's a Honda in the background.)
See Bates Floater Knock-a-Boots now
in the season's greatest colors, iae>
„

* WOOtRKH-C.P.0. JACKETS

-. * ^ r^sr-

fL

Hit Kntvu m% Sljop

LONG AND SHORT SLEEVED

* V-NECK SWEATERS
* SPORT COATS
(PLAIDS, PLAIN LINED AND UNLINED)

* SKI CAPS

%

* ARROW AW SHAPIEY SHIRTS
14m. Nortk Moil St. Bowliio. Green, Ohio

•2.25.«.

Youngs Art
And
Gift Shop
156 North Main
Bowling Green, Ohio

,
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Maltarich plugs pass defense leak
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
When you have a headache, you
go after an Excedrln capsule. If
your problem is an upset stomach
you put your hands on some PeptoBlsmol, but when you have a really big problem, a leaky pass defense, you need something stronger
like a Bob Maltarich.
Maltarich has become firmly established in the defensive backfleld
and Is one of the best "plugs"
In the Mid-American Conference
when it comes to being able to
stay with the receiver and play the
ball. At the left halfback position, he is hard to fool and acts
as a steadying Influence in the
defensive secondary.

REACT QUICK-Defensive
halfback
Bob Maltarich
knows a missed tackle may
mean a touchdown.

Wrestlers to
be contenders
for MAC title
With three fall sport squads closing out winning seasons, another
BG Intercollegiate athletic team
with a winning tradition is preparing for the 1968-69 season. The
sport in this case is not basketball, hockey, or swimming, which
have all had their share of success in the past, but wrestling,
where Bruce Bellard has not
coached a losing team In the last
14 years.
The grapplers started practice
recently with seven lettermen returning and about 35 men competing for the 12 weight classes. Falcon football players Joe Green, Bill
Nucklos, and Jack ilogan will start
practicing at the conclusion of the
grid season.
The letterman list is headed by
Green, seniors Art Cross, George
Oliver and Pat WUlaman, and
Juniors Chuck Cropley, George
Klrkwood, and Terry Dillon.
Green, who has been called the
best defensive lineman in the MAC
by several coaches this fall. Is
also a very good wrestler, taking
second place In the conference
championships last year In the 177
pound class. Dillon, Klrkwood, and
Oliver each placed third In their
Individual weight classes at the
MAC Championships a year ago.
Other returners
that barely
missed getting letters last season
are Juniors Butch Falk, John Demoss, and Dave Wellnau. Bellard
also listed Chuck Terwoord, Tom
Bowers, Mike Clark, John Golden
and Paul Haeuptle as sophomores
with good potential.
•
Bellard, who has coached three
Mld-Am championship teams In
his 15 year tenure, thinks the
1968-69 squad will be a contender
for another league title when they
open their 14-match schedule at
home a month from today.

"A good defensive halfback must
have real quick reactions, while
an overall knowledge of the game
is also necessary," said Maltarich.
"Although I don't have real good
speed, I'm able to make up for
it by the way I react to the ball,
getting a good Jump on it," he
added.
Wet turf is one of the biggest
enemies of a player in Maltarich's
role.
"A slippery field makes it a
lot harder for the defense," stated
Maltarich. "Besides the disadvantage of running backwards, we
don't know where the end is going.
Since we have to backpedal, It's
awfully easy for us to slip and
slide," said the 6-2 senior from
East Liverpool.
Most people are offense oriented
and fall to give someone like a
defensive halfback the credit he
deserves. They believe he's as
exciting to look at as an exponent
outside of a bracket. But the secondary has assignments to carry
out that can be Just as fundamental to victory as a running
back romping off on a 50-yard
gallop.
"If a lineman misses a tackle
it'8 hardly ever noticed, but If
a defensive halfback makes a similar error, It's a touchdown," said
Maltarich. "That's why I don't
go for an Interception, unless Pm
sure I can get It."
"On a short pass you nave to
worry about your opponent's speed.
If you're up against a fast guy,
you have to give him a little
extra room. If he catches the
ball, you Just hope you can recover and get him," commented

ahr
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"When a team gets down close
to your goal line, you try to play
their inside, so they only have one
direction to go. If you can force
them outside, you have the sideline to aid you," said Maltarich.
"If you lined up head-on with an
end, then he could move either
way," he added.
As a high school athlete, Maltarich, who hopes to coach football after graduation, lettered for
two years with East Liverpool
as a quarterback. He won a host
of honors Including All-County,
All-District, and honorable mention All-State, while his team finished the 1964 season, 7-2-1.
Ever since Maltarich stepped
into a first string defensive halfback post last year, he's been a
splendid prize; it's almost as if
he were sent down from the big
Cracker Jack's box In the sky.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

SEDATE

GAMMA
PHI BETA

1874-1968
The Pledges

Sure, it's a date, automatically, when you step out *
in the "distinctive fit" of the U. Shop.
There's nothing so basic as a blazer (single or
double-breasted) and the accompanying plain or
plaid slack. Gals love 'em.
From $58
. . . and waitn you see the latest collection of
dressy things, gals. Frilly, tailored, ... to fit any
mood or occasion.
From $19

(UrMniurrsits Shop ifcfiS

CAREER CHALLENGES

are available with

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY
.......an affiliate of the
AMERICAN NATURAL GAS SYSTEM.
Student completing degree requirements in ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS STATISTICS,
GENERAL BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT & PRODUCTION, CHEMISTRY
and MATHEMATICS are invited to explore employment and career opportunity with
our company on:

NOVEMBER 19,1968
For more information, visit your Placement Office or write: College Recruiting

the B Rich test SUR
on youp
chRistmas tRee

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY
One Woodward Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan 48226
An Equal Opportunity Employer

GRAND OPENING
FRI.&SAT. NOV. 15 & 16
U Sale

Eller plays
both ways in
Viking victory
NEW YORK (AP) - The day
of the two-way player Is supposed
to be over In professional football but they forgot to tell Carl
Eller, Minnesota's 6-foot-6, 265pound defensive end.
Eller dumped Green Bay's Bart
Starr three times and hit Denny
Anderson so hard he Jarred the
ball loose for a fumble that the
Vikings recovered.
Called Into the game as a tight
end for his blocking, Eller blocked
out Lee Roy Caffey, Packer linebacker , on a two-yard run by Bill
Brown for the winning touchdown.
Oh yes, he also blocked a field
goal attempt in the fourth quarter.
Although teammate Alan Page
got the nod last week, the Associated Press went back to the
same club to name Eller the Defensive Player of the Week in the
National Football League.

the senior halfback.
When the opposing team is down
in the vicinity of the BG 10-yard
line, Maltarich must react differently, not permitting even a
short completion.

Buy A Big Champ At Regular Price * Got 2nd One For U
Froo Helium Balloon
CHER IE 9250
ALSO TO l»73

Keepsake8

BEEF CHAMP®
Licensed by Beef Champ of America. Inc.

«ltGISTC*EO

DIAMOND

Keepsake is the world's most wanted
diamond ring
A gift that will be
treasured forever. Make your selection now from our special holiday
collection.
■'aiUHuilMl.
V
Mwnii V

uers

to

(FORMERLY RED HUT DRIVE IN)
We Feature:
V* lb. ground beef, giant toasted ban with
BIG
lettuce, tomato, onion, pickle ft mayonCHAMP naise.
Cheeseburger - 27c
Hamburg-22<
BREADED LAKE ERIE PERCH SANDWICH
with tartar sauce and lettuce

45c

Chicken Dinner - 79c French Fries Thick Shakes - 25c
Soft Drinks • 10c & 15c
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PALS—Steve

Beck (right) and Don Woody take a
walk past the uncompleted Psych Building.

THE LEADER—Al Bailey takes a crowd of youngsters on a chef's tour of campus during Saturday's
visit.

FLOYD BILLIARD

9

'Kids for a day
For 15 boys from Maumee Youth
Camp, a children's correctional
Institution, last Saturday was a
"trip to college," and an Impressive day of dreams come true.
Thanks to the work of Delta
Upsllon fraternity, and Delta
Gamma sorority, "problem" boys
had the royal carpet to BGSU
laid out In front of them.
The boys, ranging from 10 to
14 years, arrived In BG via chartered bus early Saturday morning.
Fifteen DU brothers teamed up
with Delta Gammas and each took
a child "out on the University."
"We went over to the AD Building and Dr. Kenneth McFall, University vice-president, met the

kids," said Bill Bensle.
Then, all grouped at the DU
house for breakfast. Amid the
laughter, eating and getting to know
each other, an unexpected guest
popped In.
"Dr. Jerome stopped In, and
the kids were shocked," said
Bensle.
"But, he was really Informal,
laughing along and making little
Jokes. The kids were Impressed—
a lot—because some of them were
at the camp because of truancy
from school," said Bensle.
But, the afternoon was Just beginning for both the DU brothers
and the kids.

The kids went to the football
game, and afterwards were taken
to the locker room to talk with
Coach Don Nehlen.
"The kids had a ball throughout
the whole day, and so did we,"
said Bensle.
Al Bailey, who works at the
Maumee Youth Camp, and Tim
Loew were Instrumental In starting this year's program. Now, the
DU's are hoping that kids can come
to BG every year for a visit like
last Saturday's.
As for the DeltaGammas—some
are now writing to the children they
met Saturday. And the 15 kids, well,
"They love the DeltaGammas," as
Bensle puts It.

EXPERIMENTING—Tim
Loew (center) shows some
Mr. Wizard stunts to the
Maumee Youth Camp kids.
with Tim lsSueAustermlller.

Photos
by
Pete Hess

LOOKING IT OVER-From the Administration Building, Don Woody (left) DU Steve Beck and DG Sue Austermlller view the campus.

